Dependable healthcare equipment;
maintained to exacting standards

> Surgical Pendant Systems

We’re here for life.

Surgical Pendant Systems

Hipac – making it work for you
A quarter of a century ago the concept of
“making it work for you” became the foundation
which has developed, formed and ensured the
Hipac of today stands tall amongst Australia’s
leading healthcare product suppliers.

We understand that here in Australia specialised
healthcare equipment is mostly best sourced
internationally where state of the art technology
and generous manufacturing quantities can
produce reliable and safe products.

From the intensity, pressure and technological
environment of the operating theatre to the
relaxed and caring atmosphere of the mental
health facility, we have the solutions and the
experience to make it work for you.

We also understand that international product
offering doesn’t always suit local practice.

We understand the demands placed upon healthcare
department managers, medical professionals and
their assistants.
We understand that equipment needs to work
on demand, on time, and every time.

Hipac | Surgical Pendant Systems

That’s why we operate our own manufacturing
facility, backed by a premium after sales national
service network, to provide the connection that
allows us to deliver a solution suited to your
specific requirements.
It is likely that you have already experienced
the Hipac advantage. If not, we look forward to
exploring how we can best make it work for you.

P: 1800 75 93 93 | W: hipac.com.au

Surgical Pendant Systems

Mission

We’re here for life.
We’re here to preserve life,
to protect life and to promote life.
We’re here for others and we’re
here for good.
Vision

A vibrant enthusiastic team of dynamic individuals possessing a
genuine interest in the needs of those surrounding them, whose
attitude and actions benefit not only our clients and their patients
but reach out to touch humanity.
Our staff find work rewarding and enjoyable and our customers
find engagement with them fulfilling. Stakeholders are satisfied
and supportive.
A carefully selected portfolio of solid reliable products is sourced
from a long lineup of manufacturers worldwide seeking well
supported representation throughout the country.
Growth is sustained by the energy of a service division unequalled
for its reliability, dependability and efficiency. It will be capable of
a four hour response time anywhere on this vast continent.
Relationships formed will endure.
Guiding Principles
Integrity
Open, honest and loyal in every sphere
and relationship.

Effectiveness
Do it once, do it right and do it in the least
amount of time. Be punctual.

Selflessness
Put the needs of others ahead of my own.

Communication
Keep customers, suppliers and fellow
workers informed.

Consideration
Possess a caring and considerate disposition.
Courtesy
A smile, a kind word, a greeting costs nothing
but is priceless.
Generosity
Display a spirit of generosity, kindness
and compassion.
Orderliness
Maintain tidy and safe facilities, work areas
and practices.

Recordkeeping
Maintain accurate records for a better
tomorrow. Be accountable.
Innovation
Do it smarter, better, quicker. Think outside
the box.
Action
See a need do something about it… now.
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Ergon Skyboom Overview

Clinical Efficiency in the
Operating Theatre
Skytron’s space management pendants are designed to support the advanced needs of healthcare facilities
through providing efficient access to equipment, allowing you to conserve critical time and space where it
matters most.
Skytron’s ceiling-mounted pendants offer simplified access to lights, displays, medical gases, utilities and
other healthcare equipment. Unlike any other vendor in today’s market, Skytron’s pendants can support
more components from fewer mounts.
The pendant arms feature an impressive internal capacity that can easily accommodate future expansion.
In addition, the unique Skytron Central Tandem Mount features four arms that can hold multiple lights,
displays and an equipment carrier from a single hub. With this minimal mount design, you will realise
reduced construction costs without sacrificing the space and 360° coverage you require.
Due to Skytron’s exclusive technology, the booms also utilise a friction-braking system that will bring years
of reliable and drift-free performance. While most boom vendors require pneumatic or electric brakes that
prove costly overtime, Skytron’s friction brakes require minimal maintenance and less life-cycle expense.The
Skytron range of pendants offer unrivaled value, flexibility and lower lifecycle costs. From Hybrid operating
theatres to ICU, rest assured we can offer the optimal boom configuration for your specific requirements.
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Central Tandem Mount System

Leadership in
Clinical Space
and Workflow
Design
The Skytron central tandem mount pendant system
provides revolutionary clinical space and workflow
design for versatile operating theatre environments
through allowing the surgeon and clinical staff
greater flexibility when positioning the operating
table and patient during surgical procedures.
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Skytron’s central tandem mount booms feature
two dual arm sets and up to two light heads from
a single ceiling-mounted hub. Unlike any other
pendant solution, this configuration can hold up
to one carrier, two light heads and two monitors
via a single mounting structure.
In addition, the equipment carrier can be positioned
anywhere around the patient without affecting light
placement, offering an unparalleled level of flexibility.
This unique design provides optimal movement and
360° coverage while reducing the pendant’s
construction cost and footprint.

1

Anaesthetic Tether SkyBoom
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2

Ergon II CM Series Skyboom
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UltraSlide 3600B Surgical Table
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Ergon II PM Series SkyBoom
with LED Surgical Lights

5

Optional SkyVac Smoke
Evacuation System

6

Surgical Displays

SkyVision Hybrid II
Digital Integration
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Ergon Skyboom Configurations

SINGLE AND DUAL RADIAL ARM SETS
Skytron’s single or dual arm systems feature one or two boom arms from a single
ceiling-mounted hub. This simple and cost-effective solution is ideal for healthcare
facilities looking to add a single carrier for efficient access to equipment, medical
gases and utilities. All models are available as either standard or heavy duty.

KEY FEATURES
• Upper Arm – 1000mm (standard), 1130mm (heavy duty)
• Lower Arm – 800mm
• Supports multiple carrier styles and flat screen mounts
• Friction braking system reduces maintenance costs
• Heavy duty models feature increased weight capacity
• Dual arm sets offer powered, fixed or manual height adjustment

CENTRAL MOUNT
Skytron’s central mount booms feature one dual arm set and up to two light heads
from a single ceiling-mounted hub. This simple and cost-effective solution is ideal
for healthcare facilities looking to supplement their lights with simple accessibility
to equipment, medical gases and utilities. In addition, this configuration allows the
equipment carrier to be positioned anywhere around the patient without affecting
light placement, thus bringing you a level of flexibility unlike any other option in
today’s market. All models are available as either standard or heavy-duty.

KEY FEATURES
• Upper Arm – 1549mm (standard), 1295mm (heavy duty)
• Lower Arm – 800mm
• Supports multiple carrier styles and flat screen mounts
• Friction braking system reduces maintenance costs
• Heavy duty models feature increased weight capacity
• Powered, fixed or manual height adjustment
• Available with or without lights

CENTRAL TANDEM MOUNT WITH FLAT SCREEN
Skytron’s central tandem mount booms feature two dual arm sets and up to two
light heads from a single ceiling-mounted hub. Unlike any other boom solution,
this configuration can hold up to one carrier, two light heads and two monitors via
a single mounting structure. In addition, the equipment carrier can be positioned
anywhere around the patient without affecting light placement, bringing you an
unparalleled level of flexibility. This unique design gives you optimal movement
and 360° coverage while reducing the boom’s construction cost and footprint.
The central tandem mount boom is an ideal solution for versatile operating
theatre environments. All models are available as either standard or heavy-duty.

KEY FEATURES
• Upper Arm Set – 1549/800mm (standard), 1295/902mm (heavy duty)
• Lower Arm Set – 1295/902mm (standard), 1295/800mm (heavy duty)
• Supports multiple carrier styles and flat screen mounts

• Friction braking system reduces maintenance costs
• Heavy duty models feature increased weight capacity
• Powered, fixed or manual height adjustment

TANDEM MOUNT WITH FLAT SCREEN
Skytron’s tandem mount with flat screen features two dual arm sets from a single
ceiling-mounted hub. The upper arm set is designed to support a carrier while the
lower arm set can hold up to two flat screen displays. This configuration is ideal for
added accessibility to equipment, medical gases and utilities without sacrificing the
space and coverage you require. This Skytron-exclusive design reduces construction
costs by using only one mounting structure. All models are available as either
standard or heavy duty.

KEY FEATURES
• Upper Arm Set – 1549/800mm (standard), 1295/902mm (heavy duty)
• Lower Arm Set – 1295/902mm (standard), 1054/902mm (heavy duty)
• Supports multiple carrier styles and flat screen mounts
• Friction braking system reduces maintenance costs
• Heavy duty models feature increased weight capacity
• Powered, fixed or manual height adjustment
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Ergon Skyboom Configurations

TANDEM MOUNT
Skytron’s tandem mount boom features two dual arm sets from a single ceiling-mounted hub.
Both the upper and lower arm sets are designed to support carriers. This configuration is ideal
for added accessibility to equipment, medical gases and utilities without sacrificing the space
and 360° coverage you require. This Skytron-exclusive design reduces construction costs by
using only one mounting structure. All models are available as either standard or heavy duty.

KEY FEATURES
• Upper Arm Set – 1549/800mm (standard), 1130/800mm (heavy duty)
• Lower Arm Set – 1219/800mm (standard), 800/800mm (heavy duty)
• Supports multiple carrier styles and flat screen mounts
• Friction braking system reduces maintenance costs
• Heavy duty models feature increased weight capacity
• Powered, fixed or manual height adjustment

SINGLE AND DUAL MEDIUM DUTY ARM SETS
Skytron’s Q-series single or dual arm systems feature one or two boom arms from a single
ceiling-mounted hub. This simple and cost-effective solution is ideal for healthcare facilities
looking to add a single carrier for efficient access to equipment, medical gases and utilities
without the additional boom accessories. All models are medium duty.

KEY FEATURES
• Upper Arm – 1003mm
• Lower Arm – 800mm
• Supports multiple carrier styles and flat screen mounts
• Friction braking system reduces maintenance costs
• Dual arm sets offer powered, fixed or manual height adjustment

Anaesthetic Tether Boom
Skytron’s anaesthetic tether boom features one dual arm set from a single ceiling-mounted hub.
The lower arm supports one 914mm vertical utility box that features 28 outlets. When combined
with an optional tether bracket, the vertical utility box can be conveniently attached to any type
of anesthetic machine. This configuration allows the anesthetic machine to be effortlessly
connected to the necessary utilities without impeding cords and hoses.

KEY FEATURES
• Upper Arm – 1000mm
• Lower Arm – 1000mm
• Supports VBM36 carrier with 28 outlets
• Friction braking system reduces maintenance costs
• Anaesthetic machine tether brackets sold separately

STAINLESS STEEL CEILING MOUNTED SERVICE COLUMNS
Add simplified and efficient access to medical gases, electrical service and communication ports
to any healthcare space with Skytron’s ceiling-mounted service columns. The columns are available
as either fixed or electrically retractable and are designed to offer optimal service without compromising
valuable floor space. The columns are an ideal solution for the operating theatre, emergency
department, endoscopy suite and other clinical environments looking to optimise workflows.

KEY FEATURES
• Available as stainless or epoxy-coated stainless steel
• Maximum of 18 electrical, data and communication services
• Maximum of 10 medical gas service outlets
• Fixed or electrically retractable models available
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Ergon Skyboom Equipment Carriers

Visionary Leadership
in Workflow Solutions
Skytron’s booms are designed to support a full menu of carriers that can seamlessly deliver utilities, medical gases
and other healthcare equipment to the clinical environment. In order to minimise required space, the Skyboom
carrier design offers the smallest rotational footprint in today’s market. Despite their space-efficient design, the
carriers also feature impressive capacity and functionality. The centre-aligned shelves mean that equipment
load is placed under the bearing, making Skytron’s pendants less likely to suffer damage or drift over time.

1

1

> L
 arge internal capacity for
medical gas, power and
advanced communications,
future expansion

4

2
2

>	Drift-free 3-point
brake system (does not
require pneumatic power)

5

	Optional powered height
adjustment available

3

>	Rail mounted equipment
shelves accommodate
multiple accessories

5

>	Large internal
capacity for
medical gas,
power and
communications

4

>	Arms hold up
to 160kgs

3

6

6

>	Shelves support
up to 45kgs

7

>	Built-in
SkyVac smoke
evacuation

8
7
8

8
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>	Equipment
frame & recessed
shelves protect
equipment and
staff from impact
& injury
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Ergon Skyboom Equipment Carriers

Increased Capacity with
Smaller Rotational Footprint
Ergon II equipment carrier designs include side by side outlets for gas and electrical services in addition to an
excess cable hide-away channel. They are available in 610mm, 915mm, 1220mm and 1422mm overall lengths.

PM, KM, XM Series
• 3 point rail mount design protects equipment
• Centre aligned shelves
• 45kg weight capacity per shelf
• KM 420mm width, PM 560mm width and XM 813mm width

CM Series
• Open carrier design
• Centre aligned shelves
• 32kg weight limit per shelf
• Available in 420mm, 560mm and 813mm widths

VBM Series
• Open carrier design
• Centre aligned shelves
• 32kg weight limit per shelf
• Available in 420mm, 560mm and 813mm widths
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Ergon Boom Accessories

Rail Mounted Accessories
Ophthalmoscope
mount

Sharps holder

• Supports Welch-Allyn
767 Transformer.
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Rail mounted
ophthalmoscope
tip holder

Rail mounted
Manometer with
BP cuff basket
separate

Rail mounted tray
for Welch Allen
charger

Rail mounted
Manometer

Rail mounted bracket
for Welch Allen
SureTemp
Thermometers

Rail mounted
BP cuff basket

Hipac | Surgical Pendant Systems

• With built in BP cuff holder.
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Ergon Boom Accessories

wire Basket

utility storage box

• 203 x 305 x 152mm.

• 165 x 165 x 114mm.

Bottom mount basket

swivel shelf

• 330 x 165 x 102mm.
• Includes 4 Supply Clips.

• 356 x 406mm.
• 9kg weight limit.

Chart Holder

double tubing clip

glove box holder

double supply clip
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Ergon Boom Accessories

Rail Mounted Accessories
hook for headlight

rail mounted
cord wrap

102mm rail mounted
cable holder

IV pole 305mm
with holder

dual hook

vacuum slide

adult and pediatric resuscitation bag holder
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Ergon Boom Accessories

Channel Mounted Accessories
KMSH

pullout keyboard

• 419 x 483mm Shelf.

• 533mm W extends 254mm.
• Requires 559mm PMSH shelf
for mounting, includes
L/R mouse tray.

PMSH

foot pedal holder

• 559 x 483mm Shelf.

• KM Carriers Only.
• 559mm
(22.7kg weight capacity).

XMSH

drawer

• 813 x 483mm Shelf.

• 559W x 495 x 179mm.
• Single 152mm plastic drawer
• Suits all carriers.
• Requires 559mm PMSH shelf
for mounting.

pullout keyboard

drawer

• 533mm W extends 254mm.
• Requires 559mm PMSH shelf
for mounting, mouse tray
not included.

• 559W x 495 x 356mm.
• Dual 152mm plastic drawers.
• Suits all carriers.
• Requires 559mm PMSH shelf
for mounting.
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Ergon Boom Accessories

Channel Mounted Accessories
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Drawer

equipment rail

• 419W x 495 x 152mm.
• 559W x 495 x 152mm.
• 102mm Drawer Height.
• Metal.
• Suits all carriers.
• Lock set available for
selected drawers.

• 254mm.
• Compatible with
KM, PM, XM only.

Back Cover

front equipment rail

• 1219mm, 610mm, 914mm,
1422mm.
• Hinged.

• 254mm.
• Horizontal, mounts in
shelf track.
• Suits all carriers.

Fixed wingbar

rear equipment rail

• 4 hook IV tree, swivel mount
on rear of outlet channel.
• Also shown: swivel mount
on front leg.
• Suits all carriers.

• 254mm.
• Horizontal, mounts on rear
of outlet channel.
• Suits all carriers.

extendable wingbar

Fixed keyboard tray

• 4 hook IV tree, swivel mount
on front leg.
• Also shown: swivel mount
on rear of outlet channel.
• Suits all carriers.

• L/R mouse holder.
• Shelf track mount.
• Suits all carriers.

Hipac | Surgical Pendant Systems

* Do not use on carriers with shelves.
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Ergon Boom Accessories

Channel Mounted Accessories
vacuum slide

rear handles

• Bolt on, rear mount.

• Pair, mounts on rear
of outlet channel.
• Suits all carriers.

Co2 bottle holder
• Holds 2 E size cylinders.

General Boom Accessories
base utility box

faceplate for base utility box

• 419mm.

• 419mm.
• Nitrogen system cutout.
• Triple gang adapter plate.

faceplate for base utility box
• 419mm.
• Gas outlet cutouts.

base utility box

faceplate for base utility box

• 559mm.

• 559mm.
• Nitrogen system cutout.
• Triple gang adapter plate.

faceplate for base utility box
• 559mm.
• Gas outlet cutouts.
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Ergon Boom Accessories

General Boom Accessories
base utility box

vacuum slide

• 419mm.
• Nitrogen system cutout on
right side, required by SkyVac.
• Triple gang adapter plate.

• Bolt on, front mount.

base utility box

clamp on iv pole extension

• 559mm.
• Nitrogen system cutout on
right side, required for SkyVac.
• Triple gang adapter plate.

• Clamp only – requires wingbar.

halux LED light

DUAL ATTACHMENT TETHER BRACKET

• Rail clamp for Halux LED light.
* Required to mount Halux
on shelf or equipment rail.

• Adjustable width from
432 to 508mm and 737 to 1067mm.

universal tether bracket

draeger apollo tether bracket

• Dovetail.
• GCX.
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Ergon Boom Accessories

GCX Mounting Solutions
polymount duAL
rail adapter

mounting block
• Only for VST monitor mount.

• GCX channel for two
equipment rails.

flatscreen monitor
mount and vertical
channel bracket

height adjustable
flatscreen monitor
mount

• Requires (2) equipment rails.

• For VST.

height adjustable
flatscreen monitor
mount and vertical
channel bracket

height adjustable monitor mount
• For spacelabs patient monitor models.
• 91370, 91369, 90369.

• Requires (2) equipment rails.

monitor keyboard
combo mount

downpost kit

• Height adjustable arm
and folding keyboard tray.
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Operating Theatre Design and Planning

Design and Planning

Hipac provides the ultimate collaborative approach for operating theatre design. If you can visualise it, you can
build it with our 4D operating theatre planning programs. Our 4D software provides realtime visual planning
along with budgetary equipment estimates.
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Ergon Skyboom Room Layouts

Workflow Solutions Designed
Around your Clinical Needs
Skytron Ergon Skyboom systems can be configured to suit any area of the healthcare facility where
essential gas, power and audio visual services are required to be brought within close proximity to
patient while still keeping the floor clear of cables and hoses.

> General and Multi Disciplinary Operating Theatres

> Hybrid Operating Theatres

> Emergency Rooms

> Intensive Care Units
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Surgical Pendant Systems

We’re here for life.
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Surgical Pendant Systems
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Customer Care 1800 75 93 93
Dependable healthcare equipment;
maintained to exacting standards

We’re here for life.

The Hipac Group Pty
P : +61 2 4823 0000
F : +61 2 4822 7733
E: info@hipac.com.au
W: hipac.com.au
A: 	PO Box 797, 36 Long Street
Goulburn NSW 2580 AUSTRALIA
ABN 41 218 928 369

